Companion Discussion Guide and Resources

This discussion guide is intended to help facilitate productive analysis and dialogue about the documentary film *Resilience*. The appendices include resources, research and essays that provide historical and social contexts to the film. In anticipation of the film’s different audiences and potential applications as an educational tool, we have organized the guide according to several themes, and included questions at the end of each section that are designed for the specific interests or needs of adoptees, adoptive parents, adoption professionals /social workers, and university students.
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Filmmaker’s Note

Thank you for your interest in Resilience.

One of the objectives for the making of Resilience is to create awareness about the international adoption experience and the complex issues related to separation and reunion. The film is a personal portrait of a mother and son’s journey from loss to reconnection. It is a single story but not an uncommon one. Approximately 200,000 children have been adopted out of South Korea since the 1950s. Many families have reunited, including my own, and each person’s experience is different. My hope is the film will inspire more stories to be shared and to be heard.

And now thanks to the contributions of Eleana Kim, Jae Ran Kim and Kim Park Nelson for creating this discussion guide for the film, the potential reach for Resilience is even greater. This discussion guide provides further context to better understand the stories followed in the film and incite thoughtful questions and ideas.

The documentary used in combination with this guide makes for a great tool for discussion and analysis by colleges, libraries, research entities in fields of social work, sociology, anthropology, women’s studies, Korean and Korean American studies as well as for adoption agencies, post-adoption and social services, while also accessible for use between friends and family.

Please feel free to send questions or comments to us. We are also available for post-screening Q&A sessions when possible. If this is of interest please email resilience06@gmail.com

Sincerely,

Tammy Chu
director/producer
About the Discussion Guide

*Resilience* documents the reunion of Brent (Sungwook), a Korean-born, American-raised adoptee who reunites with his Korean mother, Myungja, after thirty years. Brent was adopted as an infant from South Korea to a small South Dakota town in the United States. At 30 years old, a father of two children, Brent becomes motivated to search for his biological family largely to find out information about his medical history. His search reveals much more, however, including new information about the circumstances that led to his adoption and the pain endured by Myungja, who had never consented to giving him up and had no idea he had been sent for adoption overseas. Documenting Brent and Myungja’s attempts to build a relationship across time, distance, language and culture, *Resilience* offers a rare glimpse into the aftermath of reunion, from the perspectives of both the birth mother and the adoptee. In doing so, it raises a number of challenging and sensitive questions about identity, race, culture, and family in transnational adoption.

This discussion guide is intended to help facilitate productive dialogue about the documentary film *Resilience*. The appendices provide resources, research and essays that provide historical and social contexts for understanding Brent and Myungja’s stories. In anticipation of the film’s different audiences and potential applications as an educational tool, we have organized the guide according to several themes, and included questions at the end of each section that are designed for the specific interests or needs of adoptees, adoptive parents, adoption professionals/social workers, and university students.

Any questions or comments about this discussion guide please email: resilience06@gmail.com
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Race and Identity

Brent talks about his life growing up in small town South Dakota as the only Asian person in his community [Chapter 1]. Yet he has remained there all his life, raising his children there, and continuing his close relationships with his childhood friends.

• How do you think his racial difference has been significant to his identity formation and social relationships?

• What do you think of his friend’s memories of Brent as a child?

• Why did other kids ask, “Who is this guy?”

• Do you think it is a compliment to be identified as Bruce Lee’s relative?

• Do you think it is likely that Brent’s white friends would be identified as a specific white actor or other celebrity?

Brent says that there were “So many things that were unanswered. I didn’t have anyone to teach me about Korean culture, even Korean people.” [Chapter 1]

• Do you think that adoptees should be placed in areas that have more exposure to Koreans or Korean culture?
• What would a community such as this look like?

Brent said that before he went to Korea, he hadn’t “seen too many Asian faces together at one given time.” [Chapter 2]

• What might it have been like for him to arrive in Korea for the first time?
• In the same situation, would you feel more intimidation, or more relief?
Race and Identity cont’d

**Adoptees:**

1. How does your experience as a racial minority compare to Brent’s?
2. Are there aspects of his experience that you can relate to?
3. Are there other aspects of his experience that you were completely surprised by?

**Adoptive Parents:**

Brent’s parents did not make a special effort to educate him about Korea or expose him to Korean culture or people, but he does not complain about this. Do you think that this is an important responsibility for parents? Why or why not?

**Social Workers:**

1. How have social workers’ attitudes and practices toward placing children into adoptive homes that are racially/ethnically/culturally different – particularly with regard to international adoption – changed since Brent’s adoption in the 1970’s and in what ways are they similar?
2. How are current prospective adoptive parents educated regarding adopting a child of a different race and culture today?
3. Social workers must consider an adopted child’s best interests when making placement decisions. Discuss the degree to which a child’s racial and cultural needs might be considered as part of the child’s best interests when considering prospective adoptive placements.
4. Considering the demographics of South Dakota, where Brent is placed, what post-adoption services would be appropriate to support a family like Brent’s?

**Students:**

1. Brent seems to identify as “Asian,” but not “Asian American.” What difference does this make?
2. How do you think his experience fits into broader histories of Asians in America, and how might his perspective be different from second-generation Asian Americans who grew up in the U.S. in the 1970s and 80s?
3. How might his experience have been similar or different had he been adopted in the 1950s, or today?
Gender, Mothering and Kinship in Korean Society

Referring to “Adoption in Korea, Then and Now” (Appendix A, p.15), what are some of the reasons for the large numbers of children sent for adoption from South Korea since the end of the Korean War (1950-1953)?

• How does Myungja’s story fit into that history?

Myungja expresses ideas about being a mother frequently throughout the film, saying, “A mother will give up life for her child…. I’ve done nothing for Sungwook (Brent).” [Chapter 1] She is often feeling guilty.

Moreover, the Korean announcers on the television program explain that Myungja, “a mother who had no choice but to send her son away is asking for forgiveness.” Brent must decide whether or not he will forgive her. [Chapter 2]

• Do you think that Myungja is guilty?
• Should she be asking for forgiveness? From whom? Why or why not?
• Why did Myungja believe that Sungwook had gone to a rich family in Korea?
• What difference does it make that he was raised by a working-class family in South Dakota instead of a wealthy family in Korea?

Myungja says that Hyojung, her daughter, keeps her life together. [Chapter 1]

• What might have changed between the time Myungja had Brent and Hyo-jung, both in her own life and in Korean society, that made it possible for Myungja to keep Hyojung?

• What challenges do you think Myungja is facing as a single mother?
Gender, Mothering and Kinship in Korean Society cont’d

Adoptees:
1. What are some of the stereotypes that birth mothers might be subjected to in the West and in Korea?
2. How might these stereotypes influence an adoptee or a birth parent in their decisions to search or reunite?
3. What thoughts, fantasies, or fears have you had when it comes to search and reunion?
4. If you have met your birth family, how have stereotypes about birth mothers (or fathers) been challenged or reinforced?

Adoptive Parents:
1. How much do you know about your child’s family background?
2. Does it matter to you? How might it matter to your child, if she or he found out that they had been stolen or relinquished without the consent of one or more of their birth parents?
3. Do you think there are greater regulations and policies that safeguard ethical adoptions today than in the past?
4. In what ways has Brent and Myungja’s story challenged your belief about the common adoption narrative Brent’s adoptive parents were told, that he was abandoned on the steps of a public building?

Social Workers:
1. Do you think that this adoption should have taken place?
2. Discuss whether the regulations and protections that exist today are enough to ensure that children are properly relinquished and placed.
3. How does current adoption policy deal with inconsistencies and improper procedures now as compared to when Brent was placed?
4. What advice would you give to prospective or adoptive parents whose adopted children might have come from similar circumstances?
5. What counsel would you give an adult adoptee who learns of unethical practices that led to his or her adoption?
6. Both Brent and Myungja use the term “gave up for adoption.” Today, “adoption-positive” language advocates saying, “making an adoption plan” in place of “given up.” Does “make an adoption plan” accurately describe how children become placed for adoption? Who is the intended audience for adoption-positive statements?

Students:
Critics of transnational adoption argue that it is politically objectionable for first-world women to benefit from the disempowerment of third-world women by taking their children. Discuss the pros and cons of transnational adoption. What might be some viable alternatives to transnational adoption?
Birth Family Search and Reunion

Brent said that his initial motivation to search was for medical information. [Chapter 2]

• How did his thoughts and feelings about search change after he met his Korean mother?
• Why did he go on the television program?
• What are pros and cons of using this type of program to reunite adoptees and their birth families?

Brent said that he had heard “horror stories” of other adoptees so he didn’t have any expectations. [Chapter 2] Why was this?

• What are some downsides of participating in a birth search and reunion?

Myungja wants to explain to Brent what happened, why he was sent for adoption. He also wants to know what happened.

• Do you think that he is able to understand the circumstances that led to his adoption?
• What remaining questions are there?

Brent says, “I just knew that she was my mom and I wanted to protect her and make her happy.” [Chapter 3]

• Are you surprised by this statement?
• What do you think he means by this?

• What are the practical, cultural and emotional challenges for Brent and Myungja to maintain their relationship?
• Where do these challenges stem from?
• How might they be overcome?
Birth Family Search and Reunion cont’d

Adoptees:
Brent left Korea as an infant, without any memories or feelings. Reuniting with his mother was like meeting a stranger.
1. How might reunion with birth family be different for adoptees who are sent at older ages?
2. If you have been reunited with your birth family, what was the experience like?
3. If you have not met your birth family, what do you imagine it would be like?
4. Can you relate to Brent’s concerns about reunion and his resolve to not have any expectations?

Adoptive Parents:
Brent’s adoptive father accompanied him to Korea for the reunion.
1. What is your stake in either facilitating or preventing your child’s birth family reunion?
2. Have you ever imagined playing a role in your child’s birth family reunion?

Social Workers:
A. Myungja’s daughter Hyojung and Brent’s daughter Lexus are close in age, even though Hyojung is Lexus and Alyssa’s aunt.
   1. What new kinds of family formations are possible after reunion with birthparents?
   2. How do these formations challenge more conventional ideas of what constitutes a family?

B. Brent is a single father, and Myungja is a single mother.
   1. In what ways are the family caretaking responsibilities similar for Myungja and Brent and in what ways are they different?
   2. In what ways has Brent’s adoption impacted Myungja’s extended family?
   3. In what ways has it impacted Brent’s American family?

C. Brent and Myungja found each other without the help of either American or Korean adoption agencies. Both have limited financial resources and agree to appear on the family reunion program in order to facilitate their reunion. Discuss the extent to which adoption agencies have a responsibility to assist adoptees and birth parents in search and/or reunion efforts.

Students:
Family reunion programs are very popular among South Korean viewers, not just for stories of transnational adoption, but also for other dramatic stories of family separation related to the Korean War or poverty. Based on Brent’s experience, what assumptions about adoption and birth mothers are produced or reproduced by these programs?
Post-Reunion Challenges

Myungja says that it breaks her heart that Brent is not completely her child. [Chapter 6]

- What does this mean?
- Do you think Myungja is Brent’s “real” mother?

- What is a mother’s love?
- Are there culturally specific ways that mothers express their love for their children?
- How might expressions of love be similar or different among white mothers in the West?

Brent says, “I’m not after material possessions, I’m after making more memories.” [Chapter 5]

- What does he mean by this?
- How might his ideas of expressing love and building relationships be different from Myungja’s?

Myungja says that she wishes she could help him while he is experiencing economic troubles. [Chapter 7]

- Do you think that this is her responsibility?
- Do you think Brent has a financial obligation to Myungja as well?

Brent decides to leave his daughters behind to live with his mother in Korea. [Chapter 8] Why?

- Did you think this was surprising?
- Did you think this was a good idea?
Post-Reunion Challenges cont’d

**Adoptees:**

1. In addition to language and cultural barriers, what other challenges might adoptees and birth family face when reuniting?
2. Do you imagine conducting your search with the support of your adoptive parents?
3. How do you think reunion would affect your other familial relationships?

**Adoptive Parents:**

Brent moves to Korea in part because his adoptive mother’s mental illness and dementia are putting a strain on their relationship.

- How do you think his move to Korea and/or his reunion with Myungja might have affected his relationship with his adoptive parents?

**Social Workers:**

1. Do you think that Brent and Myungja have realistic expectations of their relationship? Why or why not?
2. Do you think it is possible, or even desirable that Brent and Myungja ever “catch up” for all the time they’ve been separated?

**Students:**

Brent seems to take on the responsibility of caring for his adoptive parents, whereas Myungja feels responsible to take care of Brent.

1. Discuss how gender, nationality, class and culture influence the attempts by Brent and Myungja to build a parent-child relationship.
2. How might their ideas of what constitutes that relationship differ, and why?
Understanding Transnational/Transracial Adoption

1. The film creates visual parallels between Myungja’s world and Brent’s world.
   • List some examples of these parallels.
   • How might we see their lives as being more similar than they are different?

2. South Korea is one of the most economically and technologically advanced sending countries in international adoption today.
   • How does that fact complicate typical assumptions about adoption?
   • Do you think sending countries in adoption should always be economically disadvantaged as compared to receiving countries? Why or why not?

3. Most South Koreans equate international adoption with the “American Dream”. Many would be surprised to know that Brent was adopted to parents who did not finish high school, and that he himself did not finish high school.
   • Did this surprise you? Why or why not?
   • Why do you think those stereotypes exist?
   • Do you think that adoption should be equated with the “American Dream”?

4. Brent was sent to the U.S. for adoption by his extended family because of their belief his life would be better. As Brent struggled with unemployment, divorce, and strained relationships with his adoptive parents in South Dakota, he believed life would be better in Korea.
   • In what ways were these beliefs true and what ways were they not true?
   • What is an ideal upbringing or childhood in your opinion?
   • What standards should transnational adoption aspire to, and how should they be achieved?

5. Myungja asks women who are considering adoption for their child to “consider the burden you will bear for the rest of your life.” [Chapter 8]
   • What does she mean?
   • What burdens might she have suffered if she had raised Sungwook?
   • Why does Myungja become a volunteer and activist for unwed mothers?
   • What similarities or differences might exist between unwed Korean mothers in the 1970s and unwed Korean mothers today?

Final Thoughts

• Were you surprised by the ending of the film? Why or why not?
• If you could meet Brent, Myungja or other members of their family, what questions would you want to ask them?
• What lessons about adoption or birth family reunion have you learned from this film?
Appendix A:

Adoption in Korea, Then and Now
by Eleana Kim

The adoption of South Korean children into Western families has been ongoing since the end of the Korean War (1950-1953). Since then, more than 200,000 children have been sent overseas for adoption, with more than half adopted to the United States, and the rest to Western Europe, Canada, and Australia. South Korea’s foreign adoption program is the longest running program in the world, and has been a source of continual political controversy and public debate in South Korea. The following presents a brief overview of the history of adoption from Korea and addresses some of the cultural and social factors that are related to the adoption issue.

Adoption in Pre-modern Korea

It is often said that one reason children from Korea need to be adopted by families in foreign countries is because there is no tradition of adoption in Korean culture. This is, in fact, only partially true. In his book *Korean Adoption and Inheritance* (Cornell University 1983), anthropologist Mark Peterson argues that adoption in pre-modern Korea was historically linked to the problem of family inheritance and continuity of the bloodline. Since the Confucian transformation of Korean society in the 17th century, adoption has been a solution for ensuring the continuation of the father’s bloodline in the case of infertility or the inability to have sons.

In the 17th century, the ruling class (yangban) adopted an orthodox form of Confucianism from China, and instituted the Confucian Clan Code as a state ideology. This code excluded women from inheritance and thus drastically reduced their social status, whereas it gave men, especially first sons, exclusive control over politics, property, and the family. A woman’s value under this system was directly related to her ability to produce sons for her husband’s family, in order to ensure the continuity of the patrilineal bloodline. With this transformation to neo-Confucianism, males became the exclusive heirs to family property and were the only ones permitted to perform ancestral rites. According to this code, only male relatives of a younger generation could be adopted from the patriline, usually between the ages of 20 and 30, so that they could inherit property and uphold the tradition of ancestor worship. After the yangban class instituted this conservative system, it gradually spread throughout Korean society, becoming the ideal model for family and social organization.

Before this conservative transformation of Korean society, however, women and men had equal rights to inheritance and women’s family genealogy was as important as men’s. There is evidence that until the 17th century, unrelated, abandoned children were often adopted, as well as children related through the
wife’s family. In addition, widows and unmarried women also adopted children. Despite this evidence of Korean adoption practices that share similarities to contemporary Western adoption, Mark Peterson in 1977 reported that Koreans understood adoption only in neo-Confucian terms, and that they found the American adoption of non-relatives to be “incomprehensible.”

International Adoption

The international adoption of South Korean children first began as a humanitarian response to the needs of thousands of children who were orphaned or separated from their families as a result of the Korean War. Many of these children, born to Korean women and fathered by American and European servicemen, were stigmatized because of their racial difference and illegitimate backgrounds. Immediately following the war, in 1954, the South Korean government established Child Placement Service, and the following year, Harry Holt, a evangelical Christian from Oregon, responded to the plight of the mixed-race children by adopting eight such children. By 1956, Harry and Bertha Holt had established Holt Adoption Agency, and the Seventh Day Adventists and the Catholic Relief Service had also set up placement services for overseas adoptions. Between 1953 and 1960, around 3,500 Korean children were sent for adoption abroad; more than 90% of this first wave was of mixed-race parentage.

By the 1960s, full-Korean children began to be adopted overseas through the four government approved adoption agencies, Holt Adoption Agency, Social Welfare Society (formerly Child Placement Service), Eastern Child Welfare Society and Korea Social Service. The postwar period in Korea was one marked by massive poverty and large-scale social and economic transformations. South Korea, once a predominantly rural, agricultural economy of extended family households, became, within one generation, an urban, industrialized economy of nuclear family households. By the mid-1980s, three-quarters of the population was living in urban areas. The social implications for this transformation were widespread. Young women from the countryside traveled alone to the cities to find work in factories, often being exploited physically and sexually. During the 1960s and 70s, poor female factory workers relinquished their children for reasons of poverty and illegitimacy. As the Korean economy improved in the 1980s, more liberal sexual practices among young people as well as the loosening of the traditional family structure contributed to the problem of unplanned pregnancies among single college-age women. Since the 1990s, the majority of babies relinquished for adoption have been born to middle- or working-class unwed mothers, from their teens to early 30s.

Since the 1970s, there have been attempts to reduce the numbers of adopted children, to completely stop international adoptions, and to encourage domestic adoption by Koreans. Negative press coverage by the international media during the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games focused on the adoption issue, calling South
Korea’s children its “greatest export.” In response to this criticism, the government implemented a quota system, intending to increase domestic adoption, and to gradually reduce international adoptions by three to five percent a year, with a projected end to adoptions by 2015. From a peak of more than 8,000 children sent abroad in 1986 alone, adoptions were reduced to around 2,200 per year by the early 1990s. During the 1997-98 financial collapse (“IMF crisis”), however, the decline in the number of adoptions was reversed, as financial woes created desperate situations for families, and increasing rates of divorce, domestic violence and bankruptcy coincided with thousands of children being relinquished to the state. Adoptions increased by nine percent between 1997 and 1998, and have averaged around 2,000 per year until 2008. Numbers have been closer to 1,000 since then, as the government prepares to bring the adoption system to an end. Yet, as this history demonstrates, adoption policy and practice in South Korea have been exceptionally sensitive to economic fluctuations and international opinion.

Many critics of international adoption now see it as a shortsighted solution for a temporary problem of illegitimacy and poverty. Its early institutionalization in the 1960s as a population and social welfare policy solution hindered the development of alternative approaches for dealing with the financial and social needs of women and children. Despite South Korea’s dramatic economic and political development over the past 60 years, children continue to be born and relinquished. Imagining an end of adoption from South Korea requires finding an adequate solution for the estimated 7,000 children who are in need of state welfare intervention every year. In-country adoptions have been encouraged by the government through media campaigns and education, but domestic adoptions, which peaked at 1,700 children in 1999 and have been declining slightly since then. One reason is that adoption among South Koreans is predominantly parent-centered, with Korean parents seeking the healthiest, youngest and low-risk infants who are often passed off as natural born. A movement for “open adoptions” that encourages parents to educate and inform their families and communities about adoption by creating a positive environment for their adopted children to live as adoptees, has formed, but the adoption in Korea is often a secretive affair. Moreover, because of a high premium on perfect babies, physically or mentally disabled children often have no alternatives but to be placed in institutional care or adopted by families overseas.

The Status of Women

The status of women in Korean society is a central factor that is essential to understanding the adoption issue. After the Korean War, the new South Korean government embraced the conservative Confucian ethics of pre-modern Korean society. Although the South Korean constitution was influenced by American democratic principles and included protections for civil rights, personal liberties and the right to vote, the South Korean Family Law of 1960 effectively undermined the democratic rights of women by instituting male patriarchy as a legal fact.
Despite opposition from women’s groups, the new South Korean government claimed neo-Confucianism as an essential part of Korean “heritage” and indigenous values, and ignored the pre-Confucian tradition that gave greater equality and opportunity to women. The Family Law essentially adapted the ancient Confucian Clan Code into modern law.

Under the Family Law, only the eldest male member of the patrilineage was recognized as the legal head of the household. He controlled the family registry, inheritance, and the legal status of all members of the family. Children born out of wedlock, therefore, were not legally recognized unless they were included in their maternal grandfather’s family registry. When a woman divorced her husband, she had no claims on the child, who was considered the father’s legal property. Women’s rights groups challenged the Family Law for nearly four decades, arguing for greater equality for women, but it was not until 1991 that the contradictions between the constitutional rights of women and the lack of rights afforded under the Family Law began to be addressed by the government.

Under the reformed law of 1991, it became possible for family members other than the eldest son to serve as the head of household. It also allowed husband and wife equal power in deciding issues of residence and property and prohibited age discrimination in inheritance. With this revision, women were also able to include their children on their own family registry, instead of having to petition their fathers or husbands. In 2008, the family registry system was replaced by an individual registry system, thereby granting women and children more legal autonomy and civil rights.

These important legal changes, along with the many advances made possible by democratization, modernization, and globalization have helped improve the status of Korean women, yet many barriers to equal rights and opportunities for women still exist. Even though the preference for sons in South Korea, which was among the strongest in the world in the 1980s and 1990s (reflected in severely imbalanced sex ratios and higher rates of female infant mortality) has loosened considerably especially among urbanites, job discrimination and sexual harassment in the workplace are still prevalent, and women’s wages continue to lag behind men’s. As became clear during the IMF crisis, women are the last to be hired and first to be fired during periods of economic difficulty, and it is still frequently assumed that once a woman has children she will give up her profession.

A primary reason that couples from Western countries have turned to places like South Korea to adopt is because they are unable to adopt healthy white babies in their own countries. Cultural acceptance of single motherhood in the West, along with family support and government aid for single parents has created a situation where more than 90% of single women decide to raise their children on their own. Although the values traditionally associated with the family and Confucianism have loosened considerably over the course of South Korean modernity, the shame
and stigma accompanying single motherhood in Korea continues to endure. For a woman without financial or emotional support from her family, social network, or from the government, to raise a child on one’s own can seem like an impossible choice. Effective sex education programs to help prevent unplanned pregnancies among young women and teenagers are key to reducing the numbers of children relinquished for adoption every year. In addition, greater financial and emotional support for single mothers, and increased openness among South Koreans to domestic adoption are vital to seeking an end to South Korea’s dependence on international adoption.

A movement to build awareness and support of single mothers in South Korea has been gaining momentum since the mid-2000s, with birth mothers who sent children overseas in the 1970s and 80s supporting young women today who are facing the challenges of raising children on their own, with very little government aid. As the average of single mothers has increased, more women are choosing to keep and raise their children, yet they face significant financial challenges and social pressures. Adoptee activists in South Korea have been working with unwed mother support groups to support their self-empowerment, to advocate for their rights and to bring greater attention and awareness to the obstacles that these women face. In 2010, adoptee activists from Adoptee Solidarity Korea, Truth and Reconciliation for the Adoptee Community in Korea, KoRoot, Korean Unwed Mothers and Families Association and the Korean Unwed Mothers Support Network, collaborated to reform the South Korean adoption law, which had historically been designed to promote overseas adoption. Under the new law revision, procedures that promote family preservation and in-country adoption would be put into place, and international adoption would be considered a last alternative.

The passing of this historic law is connected to the fact that South Korea has among the lowest birth rates in the world, high rates of infertility, and negative population growth. Moreover, overseas adoptions have been considered to be a national shame for the six decades that the system has been place. Outside of Korea, however, the Korean international adoption program, being the largest and longest in the world, is often held up as a model for other nations. Yet some of the very problems that have come to light in other nations in the recent past, in Guatemala, Ethiopia or China, in which children have been kidnapped, stolen, and women coerced or manipulated into relinquishing their children, have also scarred the history of South Korean adoptions and the lives of birth parents and adoptees. Korean adoption can provide a model of understanding international adoption as a well-intentioned, humanitarian response to child abandonment and suffering, but, taking a closer look, one can see how its history provides an lesson in the urgent need for adequate oversight and regulation of international adoption, as well as a holistic attention to the welfare of all children, mothers, and families, so that, as in Korea, an emergency response to a wartime crisis does not become entrenched as a permanent solution to a nation’s social welfare needs.
Appendix B:

Transnational Transracial Korean Adoption Resources
Adapted from Harlow’s Monkey
(http://harlowmonkey.typepad.com/harlows_monkey/resources.html)

Scholarly books
Comforting an Orphaned Nation: Representations of International Adoption and Adopted Koreans in Korean Popular Culture, Tobias Hubinette
Transnational Adoption: A Cultural Economy of Race, Gender and Kinship, Sara Dorow (on adoption from China)
Cultures of Transnational Adoption, Toby Alice Volkman, ed.
International Korean Adoption: A Fifty-Year History of Policy and Practice, Kathleen Ja Sook Bergquist, M. Elizabeth Vonk, Dong-Soo Kim, and Marvin D. Feit, eds.
International Adoption: Global Inequalities and the Circulation of Children, Diana Marre and Laura Briggs, eds.
Outsiders Within: Writing on Transracial Adoption, Jane Jeong Trenka, Julia Chinyere Oparah, Sun Yung Shin, eds.
The Kinning of Foreigners: Transnational in a Global Perspective, Signe Howell
Culture Keeping: White Mothers, International Adoption, and the Negotiation of Family Difference, Heather Jacobson
The Feeling of Kinship: Queer Liberalism and the Racialization of Intimacy, David Eng
Babies without Borders: Adoption and Migration across the Americas, Karen Dubinsky
Belonging in an Adopted World: Race, Identity and Transnational Adoption, Barbara Yngvesson
Choosing Ethnicity, Negotiating Race: Korean Adoptees in America, Mia Tuan and J. Shiao
Claiming Others: Transnational Adoption and National Belonging, Mark C. Jerng
The Dance of Identities: Korean Adoptees and their Journey Toward Empowerment, John D. Palmer
Adopted Territory: Transnational Korean Adoptees and the Politics of Belonging, Eleana Kim
Blue Ribbon Babies and Labors of Love: Race, Class, and Gender in U.S. Adoption Practice, Christine Ward Gailey
Oral Histories of Korean Adoptees and Korean Birth Mothers
After the Morning Calm: Reflections of Korean Adoptees, Sook Wilkinson
Birth is More Than Once: The Inner World of Adopted Korean Children, Sook Wilkinson
Dreaming a World: Korean Birth Mothers Tell Their Stories, Sangsoon Han
I Wish For You a Beautiful Life: Letters from the Korean Birth Mothers of Ae Ran Won to Their Children, Sara Dorow, ed.
Once They Hear My Name: Korean Adoptees and Their Journeys Toward Identity, Ellen Lee, Marilyn Lemmert, Mary Anne Hess

Memoirs, Poetry Collections, and Anthologies by Adult Korean Adoptees
A Single Square Picture, Katy Robinson
Bravo Your Life!, Mi Soon Burzlaff
Cooper’s Lesson (Children’s Book), Sun Young Shin
Fugitive Visions: An Adoptee’s Return to Korea, Jane Jeong Trenka
Here: A Visual History of Adopted Koreans in Minnesota, Kim Jackson and Heewon Lee
Kimchi Chronicles: Korean Cooking for an American Kitchen, Marja Vongerichten (Korean cookbook tied in with PBS food series)
Language of Blood, Jane Jeong Trenka
My Name is Lee: Personal Reflections of an Adopted Korean and his Mother, Lee Quinn Derks
Paper Pavilion (Poetry), Jennifer Kwon Dobbs
Seeds from a Silent Tree: An Anthology by Korean Adoptees, Tonya Bishoff and Jo Rankin, eds.
Skirt Full of Black (Poetry) Sun Yung Shin
Ten Thousand Sorrows, Elizabeth Kim
The Unforgotten War: Dust of the Streets, Thomas Park Clement
This Many Miles from Desire (Poetry), Lee Herrick
Twins Found in a Box: Adapting to Adoption, Jeannine Vance
Voices from Another Place: A Collection of Works from a Generation Born in Korea and Adopted to Other Countries, Susan Soon-Keum Cox, ed.
Guides by Adoptive Parents with Children from Korea and Adoption Social Work Texts

*Are Those Kids Yours? American Families with Children Adopted From Other Countries*, Cheri Register

*Inside Transracial Adoption*, Gail Steinberg and Beth Hall

*Beyond Good Intentions: A Mother Reflects On Raising Internationally Adopted Children*, Cheri Register

*A Euro-American on a Korean Tour at a Thai Restaurant in China*, Chris Winston, founder of KAAN

*Transracial Adoption and Foster Care: Practice Issues for Professionals*, Joseph Crumbly

*Adoption and Ethics: The Role of Race, Culture and National Origin in Adoption*, Madelyn Freundlich

*International Advances in Adoption Research for Practice*, Gretchen Wrobel and Elsbeth Nell, eds.

*Being Adopted: The Lifelong Search for Self*, David Brodzinsky, Marshall Schecter and Robin Marantz Henig

*Helping Children Cope with Separation and Loss*, Claudia Jewett Jarrett

*A Child’s Journey Through Placement*, Vera Fahlberg

*Beneath the Mask: Understanding Adopted Teens*, Debbie Riley

Memoirs by Korean Social Workers

*Many Lives Intertwined*, Hyun-Sook Han, a social worker in South Korea during the 1960s and 70s, Han moved to the U.S. and facilitated Korea-U.S. adoptions for nearly four decades.

*Who Will Answer…*, Dr. David Hyungbok Kim, a social worker who was Harry Holt’s right-hand man in South Korea, and who worked in Korea-U.S. adoptions since the 1950s

Organizations

NB: In addition to the following organizations, there are dozens of adult adoptee associations in the countries to which adoptees have been sent, including the U.S. (adoptee groups exist in New York, Southern California, San Francisco, Texas, Nebraska, Vermont, Twin Cities, Washington D.C., Boston, Chicago, Seattle, Portland, Hawai’i, and elsewhere), Canada, Belgium, France, Germany, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Holland, Switzerland, Australia, and Italy.

U.S.-based

*Korean American Adoptee Adoptive Family Network (KAAN; kaanet.com)*

An organization for adoptive parents and adult adoptees in the U.S. that hosts an annual conference and distributes monthly e-newsletters

*Korean Quarterly Newspaper (koreanquarterly.org)*

A quarterly newspaper about the Korean American, including Korean adoptee, communities, published by adoptive parents to Korean children in St. Paul, MN
AdopSource (adopsource.org)
A Twin Cities-based non-profit that provides support, mentorship and educational services for the international adoptee community

Evan B. Donaldson Adoption Institute (adoptioninstitute.org)
A New York City-based not-for-profit organization devoted to improving adoption policy and practice through research, education, legal reform and policy initiatives

Korean Focus (koreanfocus.org)
A Washington, D.C.-based organization that provides support to adoptive parents, adult Korean adoptees, and Korean Americans with ties to adoption, offering educational programs and community events

South Korea-based

Global Overseas Adoptees’ Link (GOA’L; goal.or.kr)
An adoptee-founded and run NGO in Seoul, South Korea that assists adoptees who return to Korea with employment, adjustment, and birth family search

Adoptee Solidarity Korea (ASK; adopteesolidarity.org)
An adoptee-founded NGO that seeks to raise awareness, advocate change and support alternatives to intercountry adoption

KoRoot (koroot.or.kr)
An adoptee advocacy NGO, guest house and community center that provides low-cost accommodations in a hostel-style setting for adult adoptees returning to Korea, as well as interpreters, guides and general assistance for adoptees

Korean Unwed Mothers Families’ Association (KUMFA)
An organization that was starting by and for unwed mothers that advocates for the rights of unwed pregnant women, unwed mothers and their children in Korea.

Truth and Reconciliation for the Adoptee Community in Korea (TRACK; justicespeaking.wordpress.com)
An adoptee-founded NGO that seeks to protect the human rights of adoptees in Korea and to reconcile the past history of adoption as well as address current issues facing adult adoptees in Korea

Korean Unwed Mothers Support Network (KUMSN; kumsn.org)
A Seoul-based non-profit, founded by the adoptive father to a Korean American child, that advocates for the rights of unwed mothers in South Korea to keep and raise their children

InKAS (inkas.org)
An NGO that provides low-cost accommodations in a dormitory-style setting for adult adoptees returning to Korea, as well as tours, language scholarships, guides, interpreters and other programs for adult adoptees.

Nest Foundation (nestkorea.com)
A Seoul-based organization established in 2006 that provides resources and support to adult adoptees returning to Korea such as airport pick-up, assistance finding accommodation, birth search, translation and other services.
Transnational Organizations

*International Korean Adoptee Associations (IKAA; gathering.ikaa.org)*

An umbrella organization that includes nine adult adoptee associations in the U.S. and Europe, and has hosted the international Gathering conferences that have taken place in Seoul every three years since 2004. These conferences provide a major venue for hundreds of adoptees to travel to Korea and to meet other adoptees.

*United Adoptees International (UAI; www.uai-news.blogspot.com)*

A Dutch-based, adoptee-run organization that seeks to draw attention to the human rights of children and adoptees in international adoption.

Websites and Blogs

The following list includes a mere sampling of the dozens of adoptee blogs and personal web pages that have appeared over the past several years. Some of the blogs may no longer be active, but most of the contents are archived online.

*Harlow’s Monkey (harlowmonkey.typepad.com/)*

*Adoption Echoes (adoptionechoes.com/)*

*Transracial KAD Nexus (kadnexus.wordpress.com/)*

*Relative Choices (relativechoices.blogs.nytimes.com/)*

*Land of Gazillion Adoptees (landofgazillionadoptees.com/)*

*Transracial Abductees (www.transracialabductees.org/index.html)*

*Jane’s Blog (jjtrenka.wordpress.com/)*

*Hello Korea! Adoptee Repatriation Adventure (gyopo.wordpress.com/)*

*Heart, Mind and Seoul (http://heartmindandseoul.typepad.com/weblog/archives.html/)*

*Heart and Seoul, a column for Korean American Story.org (koreanamericanstory.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=50&Itemid=96)*

*Outside In...and Out Again (sarahkim.wordpress.com/)*

*When I Touch the Land in Korea (queereanseoul.blogspot.com/2010_07_01_archive.html)*

*If you have suggestions to add to this list please email resilience06@gmail.com*
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HISTORIES OF KOREAN AMERICAN TRANSNATIONAL ADOPTION

The practice of Korean transnational adoption has a history of more than fifty years that includes multiple overlapping layers. One history is specific to the aftermath of the Korean War and subsequent U.S.-South Korean geopolitical relations. Another is the history of racialization of Korean adoptees as Asian Americans, and as a part of an ongoing history of American transracial adoption. Yet another is the history of U.S. immigration policy which, for Korean adoptees, has swung to extremes. And finally, there is also the history of Korean adoptee communities themselves. All these rich histories that directly or indirectly affect Korean adoption and the sociopolitical history of changing attitudes about transracial and transnational adoption have particular significance in telling the story of Korean adoption in America. These histories include the policies, laws, social, cultural, and political events that have made transnational adoption more and more commonplace since the first Korean transnational adoption in the 1950s. This paper will address these multiple, interwoven histories of Korean American adoption.

GEOPOLITICAL HISTORIES: ADOPTION AND THE AFTERMATH OF THE KOREAN WAR

The first generation of Korean adoptees consisted mainly of war orphans sent to the United States in the immediate aftermath of the Korean War, and constitutes only a tiny fraction of the current overall population of Korean adoptees (less than four percent of the current Korean American adoptee population was adopted before 1962).1 Despite their small numbers, these adoptees have become iconic in Americans’ understandings of Korean adoption and the transracial adoptee experience. The broadly understood narrative of a child orphaned by war and rescued through adoption into a benevolent American family has its roots in this generation. The cultural role of the Korean American adoptee was largely established during the 1950s and 1960s as a result of media attention given to this small group of Korean immigrants who arrived in the United States when almost all other Asian nationals were barred from legal American immigration by a strict policy of Asian exclusion that had been in effect in some form since 1882.2 So, even the trope of the Korean adoptee as “exceptional” (in terms of cultural assimilation, psychological adjustment, and social accomplishments) among American peoples of color and among immigrants began with this small group of adoptees—who are now the elders of Korean adoptee communities in the United States and throughout the world.

In examining this first generation of Korean American adoptees, it is essential to consider the effects of the Korean War on Korean society and on U.S.-Korean relations. The transnational adoption program that began between the United States and South Korea in 1953 was a direct response to the consequences of American actions in Korea, including the deployment of troops to the Korean peninsula and the limited occupation of South Korea by American troops that has continued to present day. War orphans, the first adoptees, were configured as “refugees” from war and as unfortunates who carried the stigma of mixed-race parentage (many were the offspring of Korean mothers and American G.I. fathers), a socially unacceptable situation in Korea in the post-war period (or even today). Like the war itself, the practice of transnational adoption was in large part a product of American intervention; it was (and in many cases, still is) widely believed that it would be far better for these children to be placed in the United States than to remain in Korea, a nation that was imagined as war-torn, culturally backwards, and impoverished in the American consciousness.

Ramsay Liem characterizes the Korean War as the “first ‘hot’ war of the Cold War…[the United States’] first encounter on the Asian mainland; it was also the first failure to achieve victory [for the U.S.].”3 In many ways, since the Korean War was the first shooting war of the Cold War, it also represented the first test of America’s political and ideological will against communism in Asia, which had particular strategic interest for America, as co-habitants of the Soviet hemisphere. He also

---

2 The Chinese Exclusion Act passed May 6, 1882, was the first piece of anti-immigration legislation passed in the United States, and the only one in American history which excluded a specified nationality.
notes that the war separated (and continues to separate) as many as 10 million Koreans across the DMZ. Liem attempts to link the partition of Korea to emigration from the northern part of Korea through oral histories of Korean Americans in the United States and finds that the trauma of civil war for Korean Americans is very much a part of the memories of first and second generation Korean American immigrants. However, the Korean War also served as the germinal event that has led to the permanent separation of tens of thousands of Korean children from their biological parents through adoption abroad, a reality that has received far less attention from studies of the Korean diaspora.

Though the existence of some of the first Korean adoptees, biracial children of American paternity, was a direct result of the presence of the American military in Korea, transnational adoption out of Korea to the United States was sustained by the popularity of the practice among the American public, whether motivated by sympathy, a sense of obligation, national pride, or convenience. Policies governing the relationship between the U.S. and South Korea have been hotly debated in both nations (though probably more so in Korea), while both the occupation of South Korea by American military personnel and the emigration of Korean children for transnational adoption have continued uninterrupted since the Korean War.

Korean adoption might have remained a social phenomenon of the immediate post-war period as it had been in some European nations after World War II, had it not been for the media sensation that surrounded the adoption of eight Korean children by Bertha and Harry Holt in 1955. As a result of this coverage, the Holts received a flood of correspondence from prospective parents interested in adopting from Korea, and the Holts helped many of these people achieve that goal. The Holts went on to establish the Holt Adoption Agency, which initially devoted all its efforts to adoption from Korea. Because the Holt Agency saw itself as fulfilling an evangelical mission, it did not base its placement decisions on standard child welfare criteria—but did require that adoptive parents be Christians. These practices, and the fact that the Holts' operations did not utilize the services of professional social workers, exposed the agency to strong criticism from social work and child welfare organizations. This early facilitation by the Holts, whose own attempts to adopt children domestically had been rejected by American adoption agencies, played a huge role in making transnational adoption a viable option for Americans at a time when American adoption criteria barred single persons, those who already had children or could have children, and older adults from becoming adoptive parents. While this was an important step in dismantling the discriminatory policies based on age and economic class that had been used against many prospective parents by the American adoption system, it also created a separate set of standards for the adoption of foreign children—standards that were notably more lenient than those applied to the adoption of American-born children. This divide, opened by the Holts seeking to “rescue” as many Korean children as possible by exploiting the lack of standards around the then-uncommon occurrence of transnational adoption, has never been closed. Even though the Holts and the agency they founded initially restricted their efforts to facilitating the adoption of war orphans and biracial children, eventually American demand for Korean children outstripped this supply, and later the Holt Adoption Agency began placing children who were neither biracial nor war-orphaned, and still does so today.

The initial framing of Korean adoption as both a humanitarian project and an evangelical mission has left an indelible mark on Korean and other transnational adoptions. Although it has been decades since South Korea has needed international humanitarian aid, Korean adoptees are still understood as recipients of charitable, often Christian, acts. Through their position as both a marginalized and a privileged group of Korean immigrants, adoptees have been used as examples both of the best and the worst outcomes of imperial practice—either as beneficiaries of a benevolent imperialism (saved from the barbarities of their birth country through relocation to superior societies) or as victims of involuntary relocation and cultural

---

4 Ibid.
5 Ibid, 115.
6 Ibid, 126.
7 This may be at least in part due to the fact that most Korean Americans do not have much contact with Korean American adoptees, and generally do not consider adoptees as part of their diasporic communities.
commodification (as cultural assets to be acquired by richer, more powerful nations). In this sociopolitical context, transnational adoption can be seen as an imperialist process, born of military, cultural, and economic domination and through which individuals (usually white) from rich and powerful nations adopt individuals (usually not white) from poor nations that are under the political influence of the adopting country. The positions of adoptees in adoptive nations are complicated and often contradictory, in light of their roles as immigrants, citizens, and racialized others.

While transnational adoption started out as a solution for children in crisis, it has become a national custom: it is estimated that more than 200,000 Korean children have now been transnationally adopted worldwide. One reason is because American parents are both able and willing to pay for adoptable children. The South Korean government has been, for the most part, extremely compliant in meeting this demand. In many accounts, the lack of a comprehensive social welfare system in South Korea is directly linked to that nation’s export of babies and children by the thousand. This is despite South Korea’s rising GNP, which is the highest of any “sending” country in the transnational adoption network of exchange.

Korean transnational adoption was the first sustained intercountry adoption program in history (all previous intercountry adoption programs were temporary, in response to national disasters or emergencies); the current permanent practice of transnational adoption, whereby prospective adoptive parents in the United States or another receiving country can expect to have a choice of countries from which to adopt children, can be traced to Korean adoption. Indeed, most countries that have sought to develop transnational adoption programs have used the South Korean model on some level, since South Korea has the longest-running, most predictable, and most stable overseas adoption program in the world.

The fact that transnational adoption has sustained itself for more than fifty years is also attributable to changing racial preferences and beliefs among the American adopting public, and to social changes in what constitutes an acceptable American family. In addition, transnational adoption is encouraged by current immigration policies that privilege transnational adoptees over any other type of immigrant. However, the current migration of thousands of children a year for the purposes of transnational adoption can all be traced to the first wave of Korean adoptees who arrived in the United States shortly after the Korean War into an American cultural environment of racial assimilation, social conformity, and Cold War sentimentalism about Asia and its children.

**RACIAL HISTORIES OF KOREAN AMERICAN ADOPTION AND THE BEGINNINGS OF AMERICAN TRANSRACIAL ADOPTION**

Sustained large-scale transracial adoption, including transnational adoptions which were almost always also transracial placements (until Russia and the former Eastern Bloc nations began to open transnational adoption programs in the 1990s), began in the 1950s and continues today. The first recorded Korean transnational adoption took place in 1953, just five years after the first American domestic transracial adoption of an African American child to a white family. In 1958, just five years after Korean transnational adoption began, the Indian Adoption Project began as a national program with the goal of placing American Indian children in white American homes. Clearly, American domestic transracial adoption as a formal practice barely predates the start of Korean transnational adoption. As a result, the histories of transnational and domestic adoptions are closely interconnected.

---

10 Over half were adopted in the United States and Canada, and according to Tobias Hübnette, most of the rest went to European countries and Australia. See Hübnette, Tobias. Comforting an Orphaned Nation: Representations of International Adoption and Adopted Koreans in Korean Popular Culture. Diss. Stockholm University, 2006.


13 Kim, Eleana, personal communication with author, 2006.


15 Ibid.
Roughly 15,000 transnational adoptions occurred between 1953 and 1962. Greater numbers of these placements took place in the United States starting in the late 1960s and early 1970s, with 37,469 transnational adoptions from 1965 to 1976. In-country adoption statistics are largely unavailable since 1977, when the U.S. government stopped collecting this information. It is known that 831 black children were adopted into white families in 1975.

The increase in transracial and transnational adoptions during the 1960s and 1970s has been attributed to a number of factors. The set of circumstances most cited is the decrease in the number of adoptable white infants during this period due to the greater availability of family planning, combined with the growing number of prospective parents as the baby boom generation reached the age of parenthood, creating high demand for adoptable children. The civil rights movement may have also contributed to the increased popularity of transracial adoption, as efforts to desegregate American society encouraged whites to become more comfortable with the idea of sharing their lives with people of other races. Economic class issues, too, have always been part of adoption history; children born to working class parents are more often given up for adoption.

During the 1960s and 1970s, class divisions were strongly correlated with racial categories, as the middle class was made up primarily of educated whites and the working class included more African Americans. At the same time, as the number of adoptable children was decreasing, adoption agencies were becoming more selective in their placements. Stricter screening criteria for adoptive parents included standards for income and age, and a requirement that couples be infertile. These criteria (particularly minimum income requirements) may have restricted access to adoptable African American children by African Americans wanting to adopt and indirectly encouraged transracial adoption of non-whites by whites. However, some researchers have also suggested that African Americans were and are less interested in adoption than white Americans: “Evidence seems to suggest that the plight of adoptable black children does not rank high on the list of black adults’ social priorities, even when they seem to be aware of the problem’s severity,” reinforcing racial divides in the American adoption industry. In 1994, the North American Council on Adoptable Children (NACAC) found that relatively few black adoptive families could be found for in-race adoption, though this may be due to the fact that many agencies did not have African Americans on staff and because prospective adoptive parents were poorly recruited in black communities.

Despite the similarities and shared histories of transracial and transnational adoptions, transracial adoption of American children has faced significant criticism, especially in the case of African American and Native American adoptions, while transnational adoption has gone largely unquestioned. Opposition to the practice of transracial domestic adoption crystallized in the early 1970s and led to implementation of within-race adoption preferences at many adoption agencies by 1975. Two events during the 1970s signaled a broad shift in attitudes toward transracial adoption.

At its conference in 1971, the National Association of Black Social Workers (NABSW) repudiated transracial adoption, predicting that transracial adoptees would have poor psychological adjustment and racial identity, and be unable to cope with episodes of racism and discrimination without the guidance of a parent of the same color; subsequently, the organization led efforts to end out-of-race adoption of African American children under a stated goal of protecting children and preventing “cultural genocide.” The same year, a meeting of American Indian leaders issued a statement that also identified transracial adoption as “cultural genocide.”

In 1978, the federal government enacted the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA), prohibiting the transracial placement of

---


17 Ibid, 5.


American Indian children outside the Indian tribe of their birth without the consent of the tribe in question. This legislation was possible because of the relationship American Indians had with the U.S. federal government; since Indian nations have limited rights of sovereignty with respect to the U.S. government, they can be granted protections and rights as nations that are not available to other groups of American people of color. ICWA also represented an acknowledgment of many decades of governmental abuses of American Indian families, including forced removal of children by placement in white-run boarding schools (1878-1930s) or by adoption into white families (1958-1967).

As domestic transracial adoptions declined throughout the 1970s in response to these two events and the social forces surrounding them, many social workers began to question the appropriateness of transracial placements. Organized opposition to transracial adoption in the 1970s, drawing attention to past racism in adoption policies and the potential for future abuse, focused on African American and American Indian populations—minorities that had high visibility in the civil rights movements of the period. In contrast, Asian Americans and Asians living in the United States were much less visible because their populations were relatively small and tended to be concentrated in a few geographic areas. These factors contributed to a popular perception (which continues today) that Asians and Asian Americans did not suffer from racial discrimination and other forms of racism. While the plight of injustices faced by African Americans had been widely publicized by the 1970s, those affecting Asian Americans were not. In addition, tacit beliefs in a racial hierarchy that placed Asian closest to white as the “model minority,” contributed to the perception that Asian Americans were not suffering from racism. In light of the emphasis on historical injustices that informed the anti-transracial-adoption position taken by the NABSW and the proponents of ICWA, the perceived absence of racial discrimination against Asian Americans made the transracial adoption of Asians into white homes appear “safe,” and did not evoke the same race-based cultural conflicts that dominated debates on domestic transracial adoption. Not only did the Asian American community not respond negatively to these adoptions (then or now), adoptive parents could believe that their Asian adopted children could expect a life without negative exposure to racism. While an increase in the number of adoptions from other communities or countries was probably not one of the goals of NABSW or the proponents of ICWA, this was certainly a major outcome of these milestones in American adoption history. This demand for adoptable children among the American adoptive public would not be easily suppressed, but would drive a relentless search for other sources of children.

During the 1980s, restrictions on transracial adoptions were challenged in court by white adoptive parents, as well as by the American Civil Liberties Union. Courts were unanimous in ruling that race could not be the chief consideration in adoption, but many states maintained laws limiting transracial adoption.26 In the 1990s, such state laws were largely superseded by new federal legislation regulating the role of race in adoption. The Multiethnic Placement Act (MEPA) of 1994, amended by the Interethnic Placement Act of 1996, and the Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997 mandated that transracial adoptions be handled the same way as all other adoptions, and forbade the consideration of race as a factor in determining the suitability of an adoptive placement. MEPA and subsequent adoption-related legislation all but ensured that transracial adoptions would continue, probably with greater frequency than ever before. Though a major rationale behind these acts was to get children into permanent homes as quickly as possible, in 1998, children of color constituted sixty percent of all children in out-of-home care.30 At the present time, many prospective parents do not undertake domestic adoptions because the children available do not match parents’ demands; most prospective adoptive parents seek to adopt healthy infants, while two

24 Ibid.
25 A number of scholarly works explore the insidious nature of the model minority myth for Asian Americans; one of the most useful is Tuan, Mia. Forever Foreigners or Honorary Whites: The Asian Ethnic Experience Today. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1998.
-thirds of American children in foster care are over age five and many have health problems or disabilities.31

Because American laws generally understand parents to be biologically related to their children, they tend to favor birth parents and generally privilege sanguineous relationships over other types of kinship in establishing custody rights, leaving domestic adoption subject to potential legal challenges. In addition to the NABSW’s formal renewal of its position opposing transracial adoption in 1991, a small number of highly publicized court cases resulting in children of color being returned to birth mothers highlighted the possibility that adoptive parents could be forced to give up their children. Public discussions leading up to the passage of MEPA portrayed domestic transracial adoption as controversial, potentially reversible, fraught with emotional risk, and possibly unethical. By the end of the 1990s, these controversies and the new federal legislation had raised public awareness of the potential pitfalls and complications of domestic transracial adoption.

A Transition to Transnational Transracial Adoption

The practice of formalized adoption in the United States began to show growing pains as adoptive families struggled for acceptance as “normal” American families and legal dramas that pitted biological parents against adoptive parents started to become public. Since American family law has historically privileged parents over other family members in custody disputes, the legal foundation for birth parents’ rights to maintain guardianship of their children had been established before legal adoption became commonplace; until recently, this legal corpus was frequently interpreted as favoring biological parents in custody disputes involving adoption. The anxiety created by the prospect of birth families exercising legitimate legal claims to adopted or about-to-be-adopted children in the United States was, and continues to be, a barrier for many prospective parents considering domestic adoption. In contrast, biological parents of foreign children in transnational adoption are largely understood to have no legal rights or claims to the children they relinquish. The scant evidence currently available on transnational adoptions disputed by birth families is largely anecdotal, because these cases are rarely covered by the press, and have generally not resulted in the return of children to birth parents. Instead, it appears that adoption agencies in sending countries often resolve these problems on their own, perhaps taking advantage of the low social and economic positions of birth parents, especially birth mothers. In the free market economics of transnational adoption today, the socioeconomic status of birth mothers who are induced by economic or social pressures to give up their children for adoption works in favor of adoptive parents and the adoption agencies they support.

Since the 1980s,32 the American child welfare system has aggressively used child removal (state removal of children from the custody of their parents, often leading to involuntary termination of parental rights) as a supposedly child-centered remedy for a host of ills, including child neglect or abuse, substance abuse in the home, and the incarceration of parents. Unfortunately, these policies have been unevenly applied to the public, resulting in children from poor, black and brown homes entering the child welfare system in disproportionately high numbers. While this result has undoubtedly made more children in the American child welfare system available for adoption, ironically, it also made this population of potentially adoptable children less appealing to prospective parents because the children are understood to have been damaged by abuse or neglect, by being brought up in harmful environments, or born of “bad stock,”—recalling persistent prejudices against adopted children as “bad seeds.”33

Because large-scale transnational adoption began in the United States around the same time as domestic transracial adoption, and because, as a practice, it had not faced the same kinds of attacks as domestic transracial adoption, the fact that prospective adoptive parents began to prefer transnational adoption from Korea—which was for many years, the only large-scale sending country in the transnational adoption industry—is not surprising. By the 1970s, South Korea was the only country with a long and established history of overseas adoption and offered an easy alternative for American adoptive parents.

Indeed, in the 1970s and 1980s, the number of adoptions from Korea began to rise while the numbers of domestic transracial adoptions leveled or dropped off. In 1986, the peak year for Korean transnational adoption, 6,138 Korean children were adopted in the United States, while in the following year only 1,411 African American transracial domestic adoptions took place. By the 1980s, multiculturalism had begun to gain popularity and the realization of the “rainbow family” including one or more transracially and/or transnationally adopted children came to be seen as a way to put multicultural ideals into practice. However, like with the so-called “weak” multiculturalism that became so popular in the 1980s, there were still some critical structural issues in positioning these families as multicultural ideals. Historically (and currently), Korean and other transracial adoption has largely been a white act—that is, the overwhelming majority of children are adopted into homes where both parents and all members of the extended biological family are white. Similar to the embrace of weak multiculturalism among white Americans, these multiracial adoptive families did little to empower communities of color or correct the effects of past racism. Instead, these families imported and placed adoptees as people of color in largely white social contexts, where the experiences of the child’s birth culture could only be vaguely imagined by the adoptive family based on flawed or distorted cues gleaned from popular culture, and assimilation was tacitly or explicitly expected. In the case of Korean adoption, most families did not travel to Korea to obtain their children; most Korean adoptive parents had never even been to Korea at all, and many knew few or no Korean Americans to act as resources for teaching adopted children about Korean culture.

As new legal frameworks and new social attitudes altered the landscape of domestic adoption in America, the number of United States transnational adoptions almost doubled between 1989 and 1998, when 15,744 transnational adoptions were recorded. In 1989, South Korea was the only country with a sizable foreign adoption program sending adoptable children to the United States; by 1998, China, Russia, Guatemala, Columbia, India, the Philippines, Vietnam, Romania and Cambodia had also developed transnational adoption programs to the U.S. Although South Korea was for decades the most prolific sending country, it has been surpassed by other countries as its own participation in transnational adoption has declined. From fewer than 100 adoptive placements to the U.S. in 1990, adoption from China grew to more than 5,000 children annually by the mid-2000s. The total number of transnational adoptions has also increased dramatically: the average number of children from overseas adopted each year in the 1970s was less than 5,000; by the 1980s, that number had grown to almost 8,000; and in the 1990s it averaged more than 10,000 per year. In 2006, 20,679 children were adopted from overseas, the largest numbers from mainland China (5,453), Guatemala (4,728), Russia (2,310), Ethiopia (1,255) and South Korea (939). Although detailed statistical records are unavailable, the number of domestic transracial adoptions is believed to be stable, with African American adoption to white homes estimated to represent 1.2 percent of all adoptions in the United States.

A Social History of Korean American Transnational Adoption

The emergence (and general acceptance) of racially mixed adoptive families since the 1950s is indicative of—and supported by—profound transformations within American society during this period. A progressive liberalization of social attitudes
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toward race, including the formulation of multiculturalism as a popular ideology, has been complemented by the growth of economic liberalism, including the growth of global markets supporting transracial and transnational consumerism. These two forms of liberalism have worked together to make adoption, particularly adoption from outside the United States, appealing to prospective parents looking for non-biological options to family building.

The ideals of modern social liberalism regarding race achieved wide public acceptance as a result of civil rights movements that began in the 1950s, with empowerment movements affirming the legal and social equality of different groups of people of color. These ideals were subsequently used to support “colorblind” understandings of family formation—commonly rendered in transracial adoption as disregard for racial and genetic differences between white parents and non-white children, focusing instead on the relational bonds forged within the parent-child relationship.

The principles of economic liberalism, notably the encouragement of open access to global free markets for goods and labor, has likewise helped to transform transnational adoption from a small-scale humanitarian intervention to a global industry in which international enterprises compete for resources and market share. Configuring consumer choice as a key right of the individual, economic liberalism (especially during and after the 1970s) has not only encouraged the international transfer of children, but has encouraged adoptive parents to approach the adoption process as an act of consumption in which adoption fees are exchanged for the custody of a suitable child. On a transnational scale, this process, sometimes referred to as “globalization,” confers a kind of global citizenship through participation in a global marketplace.

The latter half of the twentieth century was also characterized by rapid advances in reproductive technologies, both scientific and sociopolitical: medical advances such as in vitro fertilization were accompanied by social innovations such as formalized and legally regulated adoption between races, classes and countries. They continued to become more popular through the 1970s and 1980s, and became commonplace by the 1990s on through the present. However, social critiques and legal obstacles to domestic transracial adoption have limited the number of domestic transracial placements since the 1970s. Domestic transracial placements have not increased, but have stalled since the 1970s, while (first) Korean and (then) other transnational adoption placements have become much more common. Why is this? Opponents of transnational adoption in American communities of color successfully lobbied against the growing incidence of these placements starting in the 1970s. Critiques of transracial adoption by NABSW and in ICWA federal legislation provided both social and legal (in the case of ICWA) pressure to curtail or end American transracial adoptive placements. Even though most transracial domestic adoptions are still legal, prospective adoptive parents seem reluctant to complete them. In contrast, very little public criticism has been voiced about international transracial adoption. Instead, according to adoption advocates Rita Simon and Howard Alstein, parents see the practice as “achieving instant sainthood.” Because “[i]n adopting foreign children, the parents feel that they are cooperating in their children’s efforts to burn their bridges. The children have no option but to adapt to the new world. There is no going back.”

IMMIGRATION HISTORIES, FROM LEAST TO MOST WANTED IMMIGRANTS

Making Korean Adoptees American

Although many Korean adoptees do not see themselves as immigrants, they do share many characteristics with the members of immigrant populations, not the least of which is the phenomenon of return migration to the land of their birth. Politically, they are born in countries that are under the imperialist influence of richer, more politically powerful nations. As children
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44 Here both medical and social “advances” that enable parenting for infertile couples or individuals are understood as technologies, including both medical procedures and social changes. Through these technologies, cultural expectations of parenting in Western countries have transformed into rights, in that many adults now understand parenting to be an option even if they are unable or unwilling to conceive without medical or legal procedures.
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born to Korean citizens, they are born with legal membership in Korea (though their social membership there may be less certain). They move to nations that have diplomatic (and historically imperial, in the case of the United States) relations with South Korea. They are perceived to have better economic and social opportunities as a result of this move. The primary difference between Korean adoptees and other immigrants is the relative political ease with which adoptees can make their migratory transition; their immigration aided, sponsored, and advocated for by (usually) white adoptive parents, citizens of some of the richest and most powerful nations in the world.

In spite of these similarities, the fact that Korean American adoptees are included in non-immigrant adoptive families generally prevents them from developing identities as immigrants. Adoptive parents are not generally members of politically or socially marginalized groups; as agents of adoptee immigration, adoptive parents are treated very differently by federal and state agencies than non-adoptee immigrants (who are often neither white nor middle class, and are obviously not citizens). While adoptive parents have to go through lengthy legal procedures as part of the adoption process, these procedures are different from those for other immigrants. As a result, adoptive families can avoid contact with immigrants (and, by extension, any possibility that their children will be legally or socially associated with immigrants) during their dealings with immigration authorities. In short, Korean adoptees, from the moment of their adoption, are considered by their adoptive parents—and by the U.S. government—as children of American nationals rather than as members of an immigrant population.

This policy stands in stark contrast to historic and current policies governing immigration by most other Asians. Of particular note is Chinese exclusion, a set of policies through which Chinese peoples became the first and only group to be prohibited from immigration to the United States solely on the basis of national origin. The criminalization of immigration to the United States began with Chinese exclusion, and the current state of anti-immigration legislation and immigrant suspicion has deep roots in this history. Not surprisingly, many of the strategies used by Chinese migrants to undercut immigration law are still in use today by new groups of scrutinized immigrants. The U.S. continues its assault on illegal immigration, currently focusing on Latinos and those of Middle Eastern descent as suspects, one as terrorists, one as illegal immigrants, using tactics which continue to undermine the civil liberties and human rights of its targets.

Historically, immigration policy has greatly influenced the ways in which different immigrant groups are racialized in American society. Chinese exclusion is one example; since 1965, exclusion has given way to a liberalized (though formally deracialized) system of immigrant admission under which federal laws restrict access by most immigrants, but make exceptions for “special” admission of certain professionals and privilege family unification, through which adoptees are able to easily enter the United States as children of American citizens. Asian immigrants have been subject to racializing and class hierarchical placement through unequal access to legal and cultural citizenship. If exclusion and other anti-immigrant policies are on one end of the immigration spectrum, transnational adoption is on the other, offering ease of access for America’s most desired immigrants—child adoptees.

Adoptees from Korea have entered the United States with preferential immigration status since the 1950s, when they were initially admitted as refugees. In 1961, the first piece of federal immigration legislation was passed that specifically included provisions for transnationally adopted children, and since then, they have been admitted to the American immigration queue separately from other immigrants. Since the passage of the Child Citizenship Act in 2000, transnationally adopted children of U.S. citizens have even had access to automatic citizenship, without the legal necessity of a naturalization process. Although the Act was passed before the events of September 11, 2001, this extreme liberalization in immigration and citizenship policy has never been questioned, despite the fact that it privileges certain non-white foreign nationals at a time when most similar
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47 South Korean nationality law stipulated South Korean citizenship for children born to South Korean fathers until 1997. After 1997, children with a South Korean father or mother would be considered South Korean. From the formation of the South Korean state in 1948 until 1997, children with South Korean mothers and foreign fathers would not have been considered South Korean nationals.
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immigrants are regarded with deep suspicion by immigration authorities and the public, emphasizing the almost total disregard for the status of the adoptee migrant as an immigrant. As transnational adoption has become a common family-building strategy in the United States, understanding adoptees as deracialized members of American families—not as racialized threats in the form of alien immigrants—has become a matter of supporting American families, and is never criticized as leniency in immigration and naturalization law.

The dominant paradigm within federal structures of naturalization is assimilationist: a high degree of assimilation must be demonstrated through language proficiency, cultural competency, and long-term residence before citizenship can be considered. As a response to this framework of a nationalized political system, many researchers theorize that citizenship allows some access to political agency, desirable to immigrants who are minorities in both their naturalization and racial status.51

Transnational adoptees are assumed to be easily assimilated because they arrive in the United States as young children and are raised by members of dominant sociocultural groups. Because of these perceived advantages, adoptees are placed at the apex of the immigration hierarchy. Raised in the United States, they can be expected to have a native’s command of English and to be as well-versed in American culture and society as any other person raised in the United States. They do not carry the family memories of immigration, as most adoptees are adopted too young to remember their own immigration journeys, and they are not accompanied by members of their birth families who might preserve their immigration stories. The only attributes of dominant culture transnational adoptees generally lack are the phenotypical attributes of whiteness. Because of the acceptance of racial minorities as Americans, the lack of whiteness certainly is problematic for many adoptees to navigate, but is not necessarily synonymous with the lack of American-ness. The high acculturation, or pre-assimilation52 of adoptees through rearing in American homes warrants the easiest naturalization process of any group of immigrants in the U.S. Indeed, the formation of transnationally adopted children into U.S. citizens seems to be justified through their American parentage and cultural upbringing as “native” Americans.

Immigrants are generally acknowledged as having family in the nation of emigration, from whom they may be separated by citizenship. Thus, for other immigrants, familial ties to a “homeland” or ancestral land are recognized. This condition is more complicated in the case of transnational adoption, because adoptees are physically and legally separated from family in their countries of birth. In many cases, they are also encouraged to sever emotional ties (or are prevented from having these ties in the first place) to birth nation and family. In exchange, they are granted entry into American families and inserted into American genealogies. Through the easy access to citizenship that transnational adoptees enjoy, the adoptive family nation supersedes previous categories of national membership; family and nation are unified, as family units serve as the building blocks of a nation.

For most transnational adoptees today, American citizenship can be taken for granted. The privileged immigration status that adoptees and their families enjoy eases adoptees’ political transition into citizenship by virtually guaranteeing their instant naturalization.

Before February 27, 2001 parents had to submit several forms in order to apply for naturalization on behalf of their transracial adoptee children, following a procedure specific to transnational adoptees, with no exam or residence requirement for minor children, and with the proviso that at least one parent had to be a citizen of the United States. Even though this process made naturalization considerably easier for adoptive parents than for non-adoptee immigrants, laws concerning the naturalization of transnational adoptees were subsequently changed to make the naturalization process even simpler. Under


52 I use the term pre-assimilation to denote the general lack of choice in engaging in assimilative processes for most transnational and transracial adoptees; while assimilation is certainly a survival mechanism for adoptees of color in the America, I argue that it is not generally chosen, but (perhaps inadvertently, but still powerfully and predominantly) assigned by the white families and communities of many adoptees.
the Child Citizenship Act of 2000, transnational adoptees under the age of 18 living in the legal and physical custody of a citizen parent automatically receive citizenship when their adoptions are legally finalized.

One of the reasons this legislation was enacted is because many parents were not aware that their transnationally adopted children were not already automatically receiving citizenship. As a result, transnational adoptees who were never naturalized were subject to deportation (like other non-citizens) if they were ever convicted of a felony. The consequences of deportation in these cases were especially extreme because most transnational adoptees have no cultural ties to their birth countries. This legislation is not without gaps; parents who have not physically contacted their adopted children before adoption (as is true in many cases where parents do not travel to the birth country to pick up their adopted children) are not considered to have a finalized adoption, and must readopt their children in their home states before citizenship will be granted. In the American assimilationist immigration and naturalization system, the inclusion of transnational adoptees is now a mere formality. Unlike most other groups of immigrants who seek permanent entry into the United States, for transnational adoptees, the gates are wide open.

**KOREAN ADOPTEE COMMUNITY HISTORIES**

As the adult Korean adoptee population has grown, more and more adoptees have entered public discourses on adoption. Their positions as artists, writers, organizers, activists, and scholars, in conjunction with their identities as Korean adoptees, have given rise to the “public adoptee,”—sometimes lauded as an adoption expert, sometimes denigrated for a supposed lack of objectivity or for a perspective perceived as self-centered.

The members of this loosely connected but growing community of Korean American adoptees often consider their Korean-ness, as well as their adoption experience, to be the basis for creative or scholarly work, as well as for community building with other Korean adoptees. While this group constitutes a small minority of all Korean American adoptees, it is probably the most publicly visible segment of the Korean adoptee population; these are the adoptees who write about their adoption experiences, produce art that comments on what it means to have lived as adoptees, hold social and educational events, provide support programming for adult adoptees, disseminate information about adoption and adoptees to other adoptees, conduct research and write scholarly articles and books, and attend and organize Korean adoption conferences. This small, but visible group of public adoptees has the power to mobilize larger groups of interested adoptees, adoptive families, and others.

While many of these public adoptees do not attempt to advance political agendas of the kind typically associated with “activism,” they may be considered activists nonetheless because of their focus on Korean adoptee identity and experience, which occupies a minority position within both white American and Asian American social structures. Most of these adoptee activists see the act of claiming their Korean adoptee identity as liberatory, in that it is taken in defiance of the assimilationist ideals of colorblindness and whiteness within their white families and communities; many adoptees describe a diminishing relationship to family during and after the expansion of their Korean adoptee identities.

Among the most visible adoptee groups are Also Known As (New York), Asian Adult Adoptees of Washington, AK Connection (Minnesota), and the Global Overseas Adoptees’ Link (GOAL) (Seoul). Despite these groups’ visibility within adoptee communities, political activism focused on controversial issues such as adoption procedures is, by and large, conspicuously absent from their activities. Exceptions include explicitly activist groups such as ASK (Adoptee Solidarity Korea) and TRACK (Truth and Reconciliation for the Adoption Community in Korea) in Seoul, but most of the member groups represented in the International Korean Adoptee Associations (IKAA)—the largest international Korean adoptee
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umbrella organization—have a decidedly neutral political position. While organizations of adult Korean adoptees might at first glance appear to be ideally situated to support political activism on issues of race and racism, the opposite is generally true; the apolitical stance taken by many leaders within their organizations serves to support adoptees who are recognized as a socially and politically diverse group. Most of the leaders of these groups, while acknowledging their own political beliefs and desires, believe strongly that an apolitical position around adoption—and, to some degree, around race—is important in order to maintain a welcoming atmosphere for all Korean adoptees. This also means that many of the adult Korean adoptee groups emphasize programming focused on socializing and networking among adoptees, allowing the organizations to serve as safe “gateways” to the adoptee community for adoptees who have had limited exposure to other adoptees. Unfortunately, organizations that focus on social activities often fail to retain older members who want more intellectually or politically meaningful programming.

In the late 1990s, conferences for Korean adoptees and their families were organized for the first time in the United States. Two annual adoptee conferences began during this period. In 1998, the Korean American Adoptee/Adoptive Family Network (KAAN) held its first conference for Korean adoptees and their families to discuss adoption issues and develop the adoption community. The conference continues to take place every July, usually in the U.S., though the 2007 conference took place in Seoul.

In 1999, the International Gathering of Adult Korean Adoptees (referred to informally within adoptee communities as “The Gathering”) convened for the first time. Originally sponsored by Holt, the first American adoption agency to facilitate Korean adoptions, the conference is now sponsored and organized by the International Korean Adoptee Associations and its member organizations. Nearly 400 Korean adoptees attended the first “Gathering,” and the conference has since convened again in Norway and twice more in Korea (in 2004 and 2007). The assemblage of adult transracial adoptees at national and international conferences signifies the formation of identity as adoptees within this population. It is also indicative of the large number of Korean adoptees who have come of age and who are seeking adoptee community.

For most Korean adoptees who participate in these types of networking activities, the “community” is limited to other adoptees, and to some degree, to their partners and children. Parents are accepted as part of adoption communities, but are generally not included in adoptee communities. The difference here is significant and manifests itself personally and politically for adoptee leaders as they engage in adoptee community building—and for some parents who don’t grasp the difference. For example, the 2004 attempt to organize a Gathering of Korean adoptees in Seoul over the summer of 2004 resulted in a request from KAAN, the only American national organization for families of Korean adoptees, to participate in conference organizing. Because of KAAN’s status as an adoptive-parent-run organization, this request was denied, despite KAAN’s stated mission of supporting Korean adoptees; organizers of the Gathering were adamant that an experience that supported interests and needs of adoptees could not also cater to adoptive parents; though an adherence to this principal may have damaged organizational and personal relationships. In the end, parents were allowed to register for the conference (though few did) but were barred from attending most sessions, which were designated as “adoptee-only.” The inclusion or exclusion of adoptive parents in other adoptee-organized events, such as lectures, readings, or discussions, is a topic of explicit discussion and decision making within Korean adoptee groups. While some adoptee-run groups include parents in community building efforts, they are also careful to program events for adoptees only.

The Emergence of Adoptee Artists and Academics

A cohort of Korean adoptee artists has recently begun to emerge, and through the public display and consumption of their work, have brought early attention to the experience of Korean American adoptees. While these artists’ works hardly represent the experience of all adoptees, it does resonate with many, and has changed the terms of American public discourse around transnational Asian adoption. While the general public still broadly understands Korean and other Asian adoptees as child foundlings who are lucky to have the opportunity to become American, artists such as memoirists Jane Jeong Trenka and Katy Robinson, filmmakers Deann Borshay Liem, Nathan Adolfson, Tammy Chu, and Jennifer Arndt Johns, poets
Jennifer Kwon Dobbs, Lee Herrick and Sun Yung Shin, and visual artists Kate Hers, Mihee-Nathalie Lemoine, and Jane Jin Kaisen have begun to perforate these tranquil images with much more complicated realities.⁵⁸ Like artists the world over who are motivated by the need to express themselves and represent their experiences, these artists have been among the first to challenge dominant white narratives of transnational adoption as an emotionally seamless act of child salvation; instead, they wrestle with the grittier realities of identity crisis, displacement, birth family loss, and American racism. They have done so despite resistance to these stories in many adoption communities, created to support adoptive parents. Their efforts have paved the way toward a more unified adoptee identity, as early orators of complicated and often painful adoption experiences that have now been retold over and over in adoptee networking groups and to adoption researchers.

Behavioral scientists have conducted research on transracial adoptees since the 1970s, but in the last 10 years, transnational and transracial adoption studies have become a burgeoning field (probably related to the heightened visibility of transnational and transracial adoptees as more and more become adults). As has been the case in many new fields, most adoptees and other academics studying Korean adoption are still junior scholars developing new ideas and research within more traditional fields the same time period has been notable for the emergence of the adoptee academic.

At once observers and participants, these “insider” researchers in the field of adoption studies produce work that echoes the activist battle cry for inclusion: “Nothing About Us Without Us!” The evolving position of these adoptee academics calls to mind historical upheavals in many academic disciplines touched off by the entry into the academic mainstream of scholars from ethnic and cultural groups that had been traditional subjects of academic inquiry; among other effects, these upheavals led to the creation of new disciplines such as Ethnic Studies and Women’s/Gender/Sexuality Studies that began as fields by, about and for these same groups. Community-based and adoptee-centered methodologies lead to significant differences in both research questions and outcomes. In these community-based research efforts, there is more emphasis on social, psychological, political and cultural consequences of Korean adoption than ever before. Instead of the traditional reliance on parental perspectives and the interpretation of adoption as only a family-building strategy, there is now greater interest in and research on the life experiences of individual adoptees. This new emphasis in Korean Adoption Studies opens the door to new areas of sociocultural inquiry: the effects of raising non-white persons in white families; the meaning of whiteness and the role of race in family, society and politics; and the complex and multilayered identities of transnationally adopted persons.

In addition, this community-based research is linked to social justice movements and to anti-imperialist and anti-colonial ideologies through its critiques of the racism, geopolitical imbalances, class discrimination, and sexism against women in the global East and South (who are deemed to be less worthy of parental rights in comparison with white women in the global North and West) that are inherent in the current configuration of adoption from Korea (and from many other countries). Finally, the role of Korean Adoption Studies research has now been peeled away from the interests of the adoption industry, because an adoptee-focus is (and sometimes must be) independent of the adoption process and the pursuit of “best practices” for adoption procedures.

For those adoptees who choose to participate in public discourse about adoption, whether as artists, activists, organizers, or academics, the role of the public adoptee carries many potential liabilities and benefits. Personal stakes can be high, and for many, the separation of work and personal life becomes a foregone luxury, or at least a hard-fought accomplishment. The benefits, however can also be high, as Korean and other transracial and/or transnational adoptees finally articulate their experiences and ideas about the overlapping and intersecting categories of race, class, gender, family, policy, and nation that make transnational adoption such a rich and productive site of inquiry.
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Making Adoptees Korean Again: Korean American Adoptees in Seoul

If American orphan visas and the Child Citizenship Act of 2000 make Korean adoptees American, the South Korean F-4 visa can make them Korean again—at least for as long as they choose to stay in South Korea. This special visa for overseas Koreans, created in 1999 by the Act on the Immigration and Legal Status of Overseas Koreans and partially in response to appeals for permanent legal residency by Korean adoptees living in South Korea, is available exclusively to “overseas Koreans”—those with verifiable past citizenship in South Korea and their descendents. The F-4 is the least restrictive of any South Korean residence visa, granting all the rights of native Koreans (except voting), including unlimited entry and exit privileges, the right to own property and businesses, and the right to reside in South Korea without a work-related sponsor. The F-4 has a two-year term, but may be renewed indefinitely. It is as close to South Korean citizenship as any foreign national can get.

The F-4 has attracted controversy because it is only available to overseas Koreans who were born as or are descended from South Korean citizens, mainly diasporic migrants who reside in western nations; the visa is not available to the descendants of those who left Korea before the establishment of the South Korean state in 1948, including 5.65 million other ethnic Koreans, many living in China, Russia, and Japan. For this reason, the Act has been attacked as discriminatory against the ethnic Koreans in these locations, especially the Korean-Chinese. In addition, there has been critical reaction to the promotion of unity among ethnic Koreans over other those of other ethnicities that live and work in Korea.

Since Korean adoption did not formally begin until 1953, all Korean adoptees are eligible for the F-4 visa, though the application process can be onerous. In order to obtain an F-4, an adoptee must provide documentation of onetime Korean citizenship, as well as documentation of the loss of that citizenship. Proving current citizenship is seldom a hardship, but to obtain proof of Korean ancestry, adoptees must obtain their Korean family registry, or hojeok, which lists the entire known patrilineal family; because these records are generally accurate and complete genealogies, they are the basis on which claims of citizenship can be made. Adoptees who have no information on birth family must obtain an orphan hojeok, which contains only themselves from their Korean adoption agency in order to fulfill the requirement for proof of past Korean citizenship.

Many adoptees who have located their Korean birth families determine that an orphan hojeok is still logistically preferable. Many were never entered into family hojeoks, or were removed after adoption. Even if the adoptee's name appears in their birth family hojeok, the information may conflict with documentation from the adoptee's other records, because important personal details like birthdates, parental identities, and family circumstances are often changed by adoption agencies in the adoption process; the orphan hojeok can be made to be a better match to the adoptee’s American identity papers, removing the possibility of conflicts of information within the visa application materials. Additionally, since adoptees’ legal identities are completely changed through the adoption process, the adoptee with access to birth family records may have no way to legally prove that he or she is the person as listed on their birth family hojeok.

For adoptees who seek the F-4 visa, the irony in claiming legal orphan status in order to re-connect with Korea, Korean people, and possibly Korean birth family, is enormous. Unlike other overseas Koreans, who must show a familial connection to other Koreans to obtain an F-4, adoptees usually must present documentary evidence that they share no biological relationship with any other Korean citizen—in the Korean context, they are not related to anyone. Only by acknowledging the total loss of their identities can overseas adoptees regain their status as Koreans.

While the F-4 visa provides a readily accessible legal toehold for adoptees to live and work in South Korea among Korean people, it is far from clear that adoptees truly “become Korean” simply because the South Korean government removes legal
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barriers to their return migration. Instead, many of the adoptees who live in Korea find little acceptance in Korean society, and are deeply folded into adoptee communities, where they can connect with others who have similar experiences as themselves. Most Korean adoptee ethnic return migrants plan to stay in Korea for periods ranging from one to five years and do not consider a permanent move to Korea to be a viable option.

CONCLUSION

Today, South Korea is no longer the country that sends the most adoptees to the United States or to Western nations. International attention during the Seoul Olympics in 1988 exposed a deep sense of national shame about continuing to send unwanted children away. Since the 1990s, South Korea's economic growth—it is now the world's sixteenth largest economy—has also contributed to a decrease in the number of adoptees South Korea is willing to send out of the country, and it appears likely that South Korean transnational adoption will end completely in the near future. China, Russia, and Guatemala are now among the top adoptee-sending countries, each sending thousands of children to the U.S. every year. As South Korea “bows out” as a sending country, poorer countries are induced to step in and respond to the American demand for adoptable children. Looking further into the future, a number of other nations including Mexico, Bolivia, Columbia, Peru and Ethiopia appear to make up the next set of major sending countries. Meanwhile, American domestic transracial adoption continues at a stable rate of about 1,200 children annually.

Transracial adoption affects Asian American, African American, American Indian and Latina/o communities in America, as well as white American communities into which most of these adoptees are placed. While Korean adoptees are not the only transracial adoptees, they are currently the largest group of adult transracial adoptees, and are the only group of transracial adoptees in America who have self-organized into networking and political advocacy groups based solely on their shared identities as adoptees. Thus, Korean adoptees are in a position to advocate for other transracial adoptees, as well as for generations to come. In 20 years, Chinese American adoptees will likely constitute the largest population of adult transracial adoptees; in 40 years, it might be Ethiopian American adoptees. The struggles of these future generations of transracial adoptees will almost certainly be influenced by the leadership and political activity of current Korean adoptee organizations today. Research on today's adult Korean adoptees lays the foundation for future comparative explorations of the issues affecting current and future transracial adoptee populations.